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VIDEO DATA EDIT/REPRODUCTION
APPARATUS FOR VIDEO DATA WHICH
MIXEDLY INCLUDES MOVING AND STILL
IMAGES
5

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a Video data edit/
reproduction apparatus and, more particularly, to a Video
data edit/reproduction apparatus which can edit and repro
duce Video data Such as moving and Still imageS recorded in
a recording medium Such as a random-access optical disk in
an order to allow a user to easily appreciate the image.
An apparatus which Shortens the read time of moving
imageS Such as Video information recorded in, e.g., an
optical disk has conventionally been proposed.
An edit apparatus for Synthesizing a plurality of Video
portions recorded in a recording medium, and a copying/
recording apparatus or a dubbing apparatus for copying an
output from one reproducer to a large number of recording
media by a large number of recorders have also been
proposed.
However, e.g., Synthesis of two imageS recorded in a
recording medium cannot be performed by one recording/
reproduction apparatus, and requires at least two recording/
reproduction apparatuses or edit apparatuses.
Basically, to change the reproduction order of images
recorded once in the recording medium, the images must be
edited. For this purpose, desired images must be copied from
the medium in which the original images are recorded.
The resultant images having undergone image editing
therefore are Susceptible to degradation in image quality
itself due to dubbing processing including copying and the
like. At the same time, another recording medium is required
to record the images, other than the medium in which the
original images are recorded, resulting in various disadvan
tages in cost and operation management.

and

reproduction means for reproducing the Video data at the
desired portions from the video data recorded in the
predetermined recording medium in the reproduction
15
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Storage means.

According to the third aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a video data edit/reproduction apparatus
for editing and reproducing video data recorded in a prede
termined recording medium together with at least one of
address information and time information on the recording
medium, comprising:
operation means for designating desired portions of the
Video data recorded in the predetermined recording
medium, and designating a reproduction order of the
Video data at the desired portions,
recording means for recording, as edit information in a
preset area of the predetermined recording medium
together with the reproduction order, at least one of
address information and time information on the pre
determined recording medium for the Video data at the
desired portions designated by the operation means,
Storage means for reproducing and Storing the edit infor
mation recorded by the recording means in the preset
area of the predetermined recording medium; and
reproduction means for reproducing the Video data at the
desired portions from the video data recorded in the
predetermined recording medium in the reproduction
Storage means.

According to the fourth aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a video data edit apparatus for editing
Video data recorded in a video recording disk together with
at least one of address information and time information on
45

conventional case.

According to the first aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a Video data edit apparatus for editing
Video data recorded in a predetermined recording medium
together with at least one of address information and time
information on the recording medium, comprising:
operation means for designating desired portions of the
Video data recorded in the predetermined recording
medium, and designating a reproduction order of the
Video data at the desired portions, and
recording means for recording, as edit information in a
present area of the predetermined recording medium
together with the reproduction order, at least one of
address information and time information on the pre
determined recording medium for the video data at the
desired portions designated by the operation means.
According to the Second aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a Video data reproduction apparatus for
reproducing Video data recorded in a predetermined record

order in accordance with the edit information from the

order in accordance with the edit information from the

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide
a Video data edit/reproduction apparatus which can perform
desired editing/reproduction only by recording, in a prede
termined area of a recording medium, edit information
which designates, of images recorded in the recording
medium, the ranges of images desired by the user, and the
reproduction order, without eXchanging or dubbing original
images recorded in the recording medium, unlike in a

2
ing medium together with at least one of address information
and time information on the recording medium, comprising:
Storage means for reproducing and Storing edit informa
tion recorded in a preset area of the predetermined
recording medium,
the edit information including at least one of address
information and time information on the predetermined
recording medium corresponding to Video data of
desired portions designated in advance, and a repro
duction order for the Video data at the desired portions,

50

the Video recording disk, comprising:
operation means for designating desired portions of the
Video data recorded in the Video recording disk, and
designating a reproduction order of the Video data at the
desired portions, and
recording means for recording, as a reproduction program
in a preset area of the Video recording disk together
with the reproduction order, at least one of address
information and time information on the Video record

55

60

65

ing disk for the Video data at the desired portions
designated by the operation means.
Additional objects and advantages of the invention will be
set forth in the description which follows, and in part will be
obvious from the description, or may be learned by practice
of the invention. The objects and advantages of the invention
may be realized and obtained by means of the instrumen
talities and combinations particularly pointed out in the
appended claims.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL
VIEWS OF THE DRAWING

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in
and constitute a part of the Specification, illustrate presently

5,937,136
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3
preferred embodiments of the invention and, together with
the general description given above and the detailed descrip
tion of the preferred embodiments given below, serve to
explain the principles of the invention.
FIG. 1 is a schematic view showing the recorded/stored
States of moving and Still imageS recorded in a recording

First Embodiment

First, a Video data edit/reproduction apparatus according
to the first embodiment will be described with reference to
FIGS. 1 to 6.

FIG. 1 schematically shows the recorded/stored states of
moving and Still imageS recorded in a certain recording
medium. Areas A to I shown in FIG. 1 are moving image
recording areas in which moving images are recorded, and
areas a to 1 are Still image areas in which Still images are

medium;

FIG. 2 is a Schematic view showing thereproduction order

(to be referred to as a reproduction pattern hereinafter) in the

recorded.

edit Scheme shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a schematic view showing the reproduction
pattern of edit video data shown in FIG. 2;
FIG. 4A is a Schematic view showing a reproduction
pattern used to confirm the outline afterward by Still images,
FIG. 4B is a schematic view showing a reproduction
pattern used to confirm the outline in advance by Still
images,
FIG. 4C is a Schematic view showing a reproduction
pattern used to confirm the outline by Still images in a

15

multiwindow;

FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the arrangement of a
Video data edit/reproduction apparatus according to the first
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a flow chart showing the processing procedure
of the Video data edit/reproduction apparatus according to

25

the Second embodiment;

FIG. 11 is a view showing a comparison between the total
reproduction time of Video data recorded in the recording
medium, and the reproduction time when representative
Scenes are extracted and reproduced;
FIG. 12 is a flow chart showing the processing procedure
of a Video data edit/reproduction apparatus according to the

recorded and stored in the above form of FIG. 1, and

exemplifies a case wherein Scenes desired by the user to See,
i.e., target edit Scenes are given “Scene image numbers' and
reproduced in accordance with numbers 1 to 9.
ASSume that the numbers shown in FIG. 2 increase in the
35

recording area (i.e., an address) representing the position of

45

image information corresponding to each Scene on the
recording medium is Set and recorded in this recording
medium in advance, together with a “time code” as time
information about the Video recording.
The “reproduction program' 10 determined by using
these “address” and “time code” is originally added to the
recording medium. Alternatively, if a recording medium
itself used for a certain recorder/reproducer has a dedicated
recording area, the “reproduction program' 10 may be

50

recorded in this area.

In either case, physical position information on the
recording medium, time information, and the reproduction
order based on the time codes and the addresses in corre
55

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

Reference will how be made in detail to the presently
preferred embodiments of the invention as illustrated in the
accompanying drawings, in which like reference characters
designate like or corresponding parts throughout the Several
drawings.
Embodiments of the present invention will be listed below
to describe the gist of the present invention with reference to
the Several views of the drawing.

ascending order in which the user wants to see Scenes. The
user determines the Scene image numbers 1 to 9 as a
reproduction program in a desired order by using a prede
termined means of the image edit/reproduction apparatus of
the present invention.
Note that an “address” as information about a positional

40

third embodiment;

FIG. 13 is a Schematic view showing unnecessary Scenes
present in the recording medium;
FIG. 14 is a schematic view showing a state in which the
recording medium is re-arranged by erasing the unnecessary
Scenes from the recording medium; and
FIG. 15 is a flow chart showing the processing procedure
of a Video data edit/reproduction apparatus according to the
fourth embodiment of the present invention.

Scenes (e.g., "time code” and "address” to be described later)
in accordance with a predetermined rule (to be described
later) in order to edit and reproduce Video data recorded in

the recording medium in a form desired by the user.
FIG. 2 shows the order of reproducing the video data

the first embodiment;

FIG. 7 is a schematic view showing a state in which
moving and Still images for a title are recorded in a Synthesis
area in the recording medium;
FIG. 8A is an illustration of still images showing an
example of title images,
FIG. 8B is an illustration of moving images using ani
mations showing an example of the title images,
FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing the arrangement of a
Video data edit/reproduction apparatus according to the
Second embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 10 is a flow chart showing the processing procedure
of the Video data edit/reproduction apparatus according to

In this example, while recording a given moving image in
the area B, a related Still image a is simultaneously recorded.
More specifically, e.g., a Scene of a Sports meeting is
physically recorded in this area B, and a still image a of this
Sports meeting is partially recorded in this area B.
That is, the moving and Still images are mixedly recorded
in the same recording medium at random.
This recording medium has a “reproduction program
recording area' at a predetermined location, e.g., in the
leading end area of recording areas shown in FIG. 1. This
reproduction program recording area records a “reproduc
tion program' 10 consisting of edit information Such as the
reproduction order and recording positions of recorded

60

spondence with the numbers 1 to 9 of the scenes which the
user wants to See are recorded as the “reproduction pro
gram' 10 in a predetermined “reproduction program record
ing area’’ on the recording medium.
AS an effect of this edit/reproduction Scheme, e.g., when
the user reproduces Scenes the next time, the user can
reproduce desired Scenes in a desired reproduction order on
the basis of the “reproduction program' 10 including the
time codes and addresses of the desired Scenes.

65

Even if the same recording medium has Scenes which the
user does not want to See, these Scenes can be practically
eliminated to make reproduction simple.
The “reproduction program' 10 including the time codes
and addresses of Scenes which the user wants to see is

5,937,136
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S
recorded in part of the recording medium, i.e., the “repro
duction program recording area' capable of recording infor
mation about the reproduction order and image recording
areas. By recording, in this “reproduction program recording
area', a “reproduction pattern” desired by the user, i.e.,
Scenes to be reproduced and the order, the user can see the
desired Scenes in the desired order in reproduction in accor
dance with the “reproduction program” every time the user
wants to See the Scenes.

Once this reproduction program is recorded, the user can
perform So-called “program reproduction' in which only
Some Scenes desired by the user are preferentially repro
duced.

FIG. 3 schematically shows the progress of the reproduc
tion order of the edit images shown in FIG. 2, and FIGS. 4A,
4B, and 4C show other reproduction patterns of the repro

15

duction order.

In a so-called "edit model” in editing or “reproduction
mode” in reproduction upon Selection of desired moving and
Still images, a reproduction pattern is determined to repro
duce Still images after moving images or to reproduce
moving images after Still images. By reproducing images in
Such a mode, the user can See Still imageS as if he/she saw
an “album'.

Normally, the user often reproduces moving and Still
images in a mixed manner, as shown in FIG. 3. However, as
shown in FIG. 4A, the user also often reproduces still images
of impressive Scenes after he/she sees moving images.
If the user Sees Still images before recorded moving
images, as shown in FIG. 4B, he/she can quickly know the
rough contents of the moving images in advance, and can
rapidly, easily understand the outline.
Further, if needed, it is also effective to display and output
still images in a “multiwindow', as shown in FIG. 4C.
Images can also be edited in a pattern which matches Such
an output operation.
It can therefore be understood that this edit/reproduction
Scheme can be preferably used in various reproduction

the first embodiment.
25

the “reproduction mode” as its functions. This video data
edit/reproduction apparatus can reproduce Video data on the
monitor by reproducing the video data edited in the “edit
model” in the “reproduction mode” and outputting and
displaying them on the display output unit 18.
AS indicated by A in FIG. 6, processing according to the
following operation procedure is performed in the "edit
mode”.
35

40

recording medium 11, determines the order of reproducing
the Selected Scenes, and performs Selection designation with

45

the operation unit (step S11; see FIG. 2).

The reproduction program utilizes, as identification

information, time information "time code' or address infor

mation “address” in a predetermined form which is added to
the recording medium in advance in correspondence with
50

instruction.

55

the area of a desired Scene.

The reproduction program generated in the above manner
is temporarily Stored in the reproduction program Storage

More specifically, the Video data edit/reproduction appa

ratus has a random (direct)-access recording medium 11 as

a reproduction program (to be described later) to control the

That is, the operator Selects the areas of desired Scenes

(e.g., positions on the recording medium, or the lengths of
the scenes) from the video data (see FIG. 1) recorded in the

The Video data edit/reproduction apparatus mainly con
Sists of a portion for recording the edit information in the
recording medium, a portion for reproducing the edit infor
mation and the Video data from the recording medium, and
an operation portion for allowing the user to input an edit

overall apparatus, a reproduction program Storage unit 17
Serving as a memory which temporarily Stores a reproduc

First in step S11, video data recorded in the recording
medium 11 is reproduced by the reproduction System circuit
16 and displayed on the display output unit 18.

The operator edits video data (i.e., creates a reproduction
program) while observing the display.

elements.

a disk capable of optically recording Video data, a recording
medium driving unit 14 for driving to rotate the recording
medium 11, a recording System circuit 15 for recording/
Writing desired edit information in the recording medium 11,
a reproduction System circuit 16 for reading/reproducing
desired information from the recording medium 11, a control
unit 12 having a CPU, as a main component, which executes

The Video data edit/reproduction apparatus of the present
invention has at least two modes, i.e., the "edit mode” and

forms as described above.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the arrangement of the
Video data edit/reproduction apparatus according to the first
embodiment of the present invention.
The Video data edit/reproduction apparatus of the present
invention is an apparatus of recording edit information in a
recording medium in which a plurality of Video data are
recorded in advance, and reproducing video data on the basis
of the edit information. This video data edit/reproduction
apparatus is constituted by the following constitutional

tion program consisting of reproduction Scenes recorded in
the recording medium and predetermined information for
defining the order, an operation unit 13 which allows the
operator to input an instruction by operating a keyboard, a
mouse, or the like, and a display output unit 18 for display
ing edited Video images.
The recording System circuit 15 and the reproduction
System circuit 16 respectively perform recording and repro
duction of the reproduction program with respect to the
recording medium.
In actual reproduction, the reproduction System circuit 16
Sequentially reads predetermined images from the recording
medium in accordance with this reproduction program, and
reproduces and displays them on the display output unit 18
in real time while randomly accessing the recording medium
in a predetermined order.
The number of reproduction program recording area is not
limited to one. The reproduction program recording area
may be constituted to identifiably record various types of
reproduction programs. With this arrangement, reproduction
patterns can be Selectively used depending on desired
purposes, resulting in a convenient operation.
FIG. 6 is a flow chart showing the processing procedure
of the Video data edit/reproduction apparatus according to

60

unit 17 in the video data edit/reproduction apparatus (Step
S12), and then recorded in a recording area Set in the
recording medium 11 in advance (step S13).
The mode is checked (step S14), and if the operator wants
to execute the above-described “edit mode” again, the flow
returns to step S11.
To the contrary, if the operator wants to end the flow, the
flow is forcibly ended; if the operator selects the “reproduc
tion mode', processing is performed in accordance with the

following operation procedure (B in FIG. 6).

The reproduction program is read from the recording
medium 11 and Stored in the reproduction program Storage

65

unit 17 (step S16).

In this case, when the flow immediately advances from
the above-described edit mode to this reproduction mode,

5,937,136
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the reproduction program can be directly read out from the
reproduction program Storage unit 17.
If, however, a certain recording medium 11 is ejected (i.e.,
unloaded) once from the video data edit/reproduction
apparatus, and another recording medium recording a repro
duction program is inserted in the Video data edit/
reproduction apparatus, the reproduction program must be
read from a predetermined recording area on this recording

image 1 is Synthesized and reproduced with the Still image
a or a' based on the read content for a predetermined period

of time (e.g., about 1 to 2 Sec for one still image).

With this processing, a So-called “Synthesized/
reproduced” image easily formed in reproduction can be

displayed and output as if images (i.e., an image Synthesized
with Scenes in a desired order, and the like) had already been

edited in a separate recording medium.
AS for the Synthesis/reproduction method, for example, a
predetermined color is Sampled by a conventional method
after reading the Still image a. Only title characters are Stored
as image data in a memory and Synthesized with images

medium.

In this manner, the Video data are displayed on the display

output unit 18 in the order (see FIG. 3) the video data was
edited by driving the recording medium driving unit 14 in
accordance with the reproduction program Stored in the

Stored in units of Video frames (e.g., /60 images) of moving

reproduction program Storage unit 17 (Step S17).

In this case, for example, it is also possible depending on
Selection of the operator to reproduce only moving images

15

first and then still images (see FIG. 4A), or to reproduce only
Still images first and then moving images (see FIG. 4B).

In addition, it is also possible to perform, prior to the
above reproduction operation, So-called "multiwindow dis
play' of Simultaneously displaying a plurality of Still images

on one screen of the display output unit 18 (see FIG. 4C).

The Video data edit/reproduction apparatus of the first
embodiment has the following effects.
First, this apparatus does not require a rewrite accompa
nied by copying So as to physically move the recording
location of Video data in the recording medium 11. Images
can therefore be safely edited in a short period of time. At
the same time, an image free from any degradation in image
quality can be provided even with an analog recording

25

employs, e.g., a random-access digital Video disk (to be
referred to as a DVD hereinafter) capable of optically

Scheme.

recording Video data. Therefore, a plurality of high
resolution moving and Still images can be digitally recorded

Since images can also be reproduced in the order shown
in FIG. 4B or 4C, the contents of certain moving images, or
the contents of all images recorded in the recording medium
can be roughly understood, and rapid image retrieval can be
achieved.

Further, Since the display output unit 18 is arranged in the
main body of the Video data edit/reproduction apparatus,
edit Video data can be directly, rapidly reproduced.
Moreover, Since a plurality of reproduction programs
having difference reproduction orders can be recorded in the
Same recording medium, various video edit operations can
be performed for the same video data.

at random.
35

40

Second Embodiment

A video data edit/reproduction apparatus according to the
second embodiment of the present invention will be

45

described with reference to FIGS. 7 and 8.

In the second embodiment, as shown in FIG. 7, moving
and still images are recorded in a recording medium in the
same form as that in the first embodiment.

Also in the Second embodiment, the user can record a

50

desired title image from a certain recording medium or the
like, or a desired title formed by the user in a “free” area set
at, e.g., the trailing portion of another recording medium.
More specifically, moving images of a family trip with

title characters of the same color as the back-ground (See a
and a' in FIG. 8A), and moving images of the family trip
using animations (see b in FIG. 8B) are recorded as images.

55

The images of Scenes which the user wants to See are

Similar to the above-described first embodiment, the
Second embodiment comprises a control unit 12, an opera
tion unit 13, a recording medium driving unit 14, a recording
System circuit 15, a reproduction System circuit 16, a repro
duction program Storage unit 17, and a monitor 18 for
editing and reproduction.
The Video data edit/reproduction apparatus of the Second
embodiment further comprises a separate reproduction
device 21 which Serves as a device for inputting Still images
with title characters, moving images of animations, and the
like, and is detachably connected to the image edit
apparatus, a memory 19 for a title image or image recording
which temporarily Stores edit images to be Synthesized and
reproduced which have been reproduced and input by the
Separate reproduction device 21, and an image Synthesis
circuit 20 for controlling image Synthesis processing.
Note that the Separate reproduction device 21 may be a
keyboard if only title characters are used, or an electronic
camera, a Scanner, or a personal computer which has a
reproducing function.
Since the DVD can be rapidly accessed at random in real
time, Scenes can be quickly reproduced at random in a
desired reproduction order. Synthesis and reproduction
accesses are instantaneously performed in practice.
The present invention can be applied to a recording
medium having performance equal to or Superior to that of
the DVD with which the user is not aware of an access

determined in the same manner as in the first embodiment.

In the case of moving image 1 synthesized with a separately
recorded title Still image, e.g., moving image 1 and the Still
images a and a' are recorded as a reproduction program in a
reproduction program recording area of the recording
medium with the operation unit of the video data edit/
reproduction apparatus So as to Synthesize them.
In reproduction, the programmed content is read by
accessing this reproduction program recording area. Moving

image 1. The resultant image is reproduced and output.
Similarly, the title moving images b can be obtained by
Synthesizing /60 images of the title moving image on "/60
images of moving image 1.
AS another reproduction method, it may be programmed
to reproduce moving image 1 without Synthesizing the Still
images a and a' for a predetermined period of time, and then
Sequentially reproduce desired images 1 to 5.
As for the moving images b in FIG. 8B, relatively short
moving images to be Synthesized may be recorded in a
Synthesis area in the recording medium, and Synthesized and
reproduced in the same manner, as needed.
FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing the arrangement of the
Video data edit/reproduction apparatus according to the
Second embodiment of the present invention.
AS a recording medium 11 to be used, this embodiment
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operation or an access time, and a recording reproduction
apparatus therefor.
A flow chart shown in FIG. 10 exemplifies the processing
operation procedure of the video data edit/reproduction
apparatus according to the Second embodiment.

Processing steps (A') and (B) are executed, in place of the
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groups A and B of the processing Steps in FIG. 6 showing the
processing operation of the first embodiment described
above.
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Since this apparatus Synthesizes a moving image with a
Synthesis video signal Still image, the processing circuit of
the apparatus can be downsized.
Third Embodiment
A video data edit/reproduction apparatus according to the
third embodiment of the present invention will be described
with reference to FIGS. 11 and 12.
ASSume that a reproduction program is generated as

The Video data edit/reproduction apparatus of the present
invention comprises the Separate reproduction device 21

Separately connected thereto (FIG. 9), and can Synthesize

images. This video data edit/reproduction apparatus also has
at least two modes, i.e., the "edit mode” and the “reproduc

tion mode” as its functions.

In the “edit mode” indicated by A' in FIG. 10, video data
about desired Scenes are edited in Step S21 after displaying
the video data, which is also performed in the above

shown in FIG. 3 in the above-described first embodiment.

When the user wants to reproduce and See Scenes within a

mentioned first embodiment.

Short period of time (i.e., wants to rapidly obtain a rough
recording content of the recording medium), the reproduc

For example, "asSociation' between the Selected Scene

and target synthesis data (e.g., a still image with title
characters), and Selection of a target Synthesis Scene are
Selected and instructed through the operation unit (step S21).

In addition to the above-described operation in the first
embodiment, target Synthesis image data Such as a still
image with desired title characters and a moving image of an
animation are recorded in a “free area of a recording

tion position and time of the each Scene can be calculated on
the reproduction program on the basis of an address and a
time code.
15

medium (step S22). A reproduction program consisting of
information about "asSociation” between these moving and
Still images is written in a reproduction program recording

calculated time /10 of each Scene which is a characteristic,

area in the recording medium (step S23).
The mode is checked (step S24), and if the user wants to

execute the above "edit mode” again, the flow returns to Step
S21.

To the contrary, if the user wants to end the flow, the flow
is forcibly ended; if the user selects the “reproduction
mode', processing is performed in accordance with the

25

The Video data edit/reproduction apparatus of this
embodiment has the same arrangement of the Second
embodiment shown in the block diagram of FIG. 9.

First, the reproduction program is read from the recording

medium 11 (step S26).

In addition to the above-described operation in the first
embodiment, image Synthesis processing is performed in

FIG. 12 is a flow chart showing a routine (S30) for
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In the “edit mode” indicated by A"in FIG. 12, the fol
lowing operation procedure is performed.
First in step S31, video data recorded in a recording
medium is reproduced by a reproduction System circuit 16,
and displayed on the monitor 18.

The operator edits video data (i.e., creates a reproduction
program) while observing the display.
That is, the areas of representative scenes (see FIG. 11)

respectively (step S283).
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(step S29), and then the completion of the reproduction is
determined (step S291).

If all desired images have not been reproduced, the flow
returns to the above Step S27 to repeatedly execute repro
duction; if reproduction of all the images is complete, the
above Series of processing is ended.
AS described above, according to the Second embodiment,
a title image always required for Video data editing is
recorded in advance in another area in the same recording
medium, and Synthesized and reproduced in accordance
with a reproduction program. Edit images can be
Synthesized, reproduced, and observed in real time as if they
had already been edited in another medium, without per
forming any cumberSome edit operation with respect to
another recording medium, unlike in a conventional case.
This video data edit/reproduction apparatus can also per
form editing of “image Synthesis'.
In addition, this apparatus can reproduce a Synthesized
image without newly recording a Synthesized image of two
imageS as one video signal data.

defining a processing procedure in the third embodiment.
This embodiment also has at least two modes, i.e., the
“edit mode” and the “reproduction mode” as its functions.
An edited image can be output and displayed on a monitor
18, and confirmed.

Next, a read of a reproduction Scene, and Synthesis and
reproduction with this Synthesis Scene are performed by the
image circuit 20 and the reproduction System circuit 16,
To the contrary, if the absence of image Synthesis is
determined in Step S27, a moving image is reproduced by
driving the recording medium without performing Synthesis

desired portion, like the one shown in FIG. 11. In this
manner, the main part of the recording content can be
“automatically” reproduced and observed within a short
period of time.
The content of each scene need not be confirmed by
rapidly forwarding the recording medium with an “FF
reproduction' operation and the like, unlike in a conven
tional case.

following operation procedure (B in FIG. 10).

accordance with the above association, as needed (see a and
a' in FIG. 8A and b in FIG. 8B).
The presence/absence of Synthesis is determined on the
basis of the reproduction program (Step S27).
When Synthesis is performed, a Synthesis Scene is read
from a corresponding position in the recording medium (Step
S281), and then the desired synthesis scene is temporarily
Stored in the memory 19 for a title image or image recording
(step S282).

For example, when the user wants to See Scenes requiring
one hour within Six minutes, about /10 of each of the original
reproduction times of the Scenes respectively corresponding
to images 1 to 9 is calculated to reproduce on the basis of the

are Selected from the Video data recorded in the recording
medium. The order of reproducing the Selected Scenes is
determined by the user and designated with an operation unit

13 (step S31; see FIG. 11).

50

The reproduction program uses, as identification
information, a “time code' or an “address' in a predeter
mined form which is added in advance to the recording
medium in correspondence with the area of a representative
SCCC.

55

The reproduction program generated in the above manner
is temporarily Stored in a reproduction program Storage unit

17 in the video data edit/reproduction apparatus (step S32),
and then recorded in a recording area Set in a recording

medium 11 Such as a DVD in advance (step S33).
The mode is checked (step S34), and if the operator wants
60
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to execute the above-described “edit mode” again, the flow
returns to step S31.
To the contrary, if the operator wants to end the flow, the
flow is forcibly ended; if the operator selects the “reproduc
tion mode', processing is performed in accordance with the

following operation procedure (B"in FIG. 12).

That is, the “edit mode” is performed in the same pro
cessing procedure as that in the first embodiment, while the
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“reproduction mode” in this embodiment is performed in
accordance with the following processing procedure.
First, upon reception of an instruction from the operation
unit 13, a control unit 12 determines whether "sum-up
reproduction” is to be performed (step S35).
If Sum-up reproduction is instructed, the reproduction
program is read (step S36). The “reproduction time”
required to reproduce each Scene is calculated on the basis
of the desired "sum-up reproduction time' instructed and the
total time of selected scenes (step S37).
The Selected Scenes are reproduced within the above
reproduction time in accordance with the program, and the
video data are displayed and output (step S38).
On the other hand, if “sum-up reproduction' is not
determined in step S35, the recording medium is directly
accessed in accordance with the reproduction program to
sequentially read the selected scenes (step S391) and
sequentially reproduce and output them (step S392).
Thus, the above Series of processes are ended.
AS described above, the Video data edit/reproduction
apparatus of the third embodiment can perform “automatic'
reproduction of edited Video data within a short time equal
to the time required for actual “fast forwarding” of the
recording medium. Therefore, the recorded contents can be
reproduced within a short period of time without changing
the reproduction speed, which allows the user to rapidly
grasp the contents.
According to the third embodiment, when edited images
are reproduced within a short period of time, So-called
“Sample reproduction' in which the respective edited Scenes
are reproduced at the same predetermined ratio can be
performed.
Next, a Video data edit/reproduction apparatus according
to the fourth embodiment of the present invention will be
described with reference to FIGS. 13, 14, and 15.
The fourth embodiment is characterized by having a
function capable of Selectively erasing "unnecessary Scenes'
present in a recording medium like the ones shown in FIG.
13, and re-arranging the contents of the recording medium

15
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area, as a matter of course.
40
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of a characteristic routine (step S50) of processing in this
50

the mode is checked in step S51 of this routine (step S50).

If a mode not using an unnecessary Scene erasing function
has been designated, this processing routine is immediately

ended.

To the contrary, if it is instructed to erase an unnecessary
Scene, the following processing Steps are executed to erase
Video data corresponding to the unnecessary Scene on the
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As a video reproduction means, a display output means

(monitor), a reproduction System circuit, or another repro
60

recording medium (step S52).

By this access, the “start” and “end” of each necessary
Scene are obtained.

Scene moving image range 1 at the Start of the necessary
Scenes is detected, and the Video data from the Start to end

of this scene is temporarily stored in a memory (step S53).

In this case, the reproduction program can be newly
rewritten by recording a new address and time code in the
reproduction program recording area.
Since unnecessary Video data is erased, and the recording
medium newly has a “free” area capable of recording
another Video data, the recording medium can be Saved.
Since an unnecessary, nonedited portion is erased from
the recording medium upon image editing, and "frame
packing is automatically performed, the recording medium
does not have a wasteful portion and can be efficiently used.
Another Modification

recording medium and Sum up data (see FIG. 14).

When a recording State and a reproduction program like
the ones shown in FIG. 13 are recorded in the recording
medium, the reproduction program is first read from this

According to the fourth embodiment described above, in
the "edit mode', the data Structure of recorded images
shown in FIG. 13 can be re-arranged to a simple data
structure like the one shown in FIG. 14 by performing video
data editing based on the processing routine S50 in FIG. 15,
while displaying the images in the video pattern shown in
FIG. 13 on the monitor.

embodiment.

In addition to the operation of the first embodiment
described above, the operator instructs through an operation
unit whether an "unnecessary Scene' is to be erased. Then,

In this case, the time code or address of the shifted video

data is rewritten in correspondence with the time code or
address of the Video area of the program in the reproduction
order which exists in the reproduction program recording

as shown in FIG. 14.

The following description is related to an example of the
Video data edit/reproduction apparatus which can re-arrange
the contents of the recording medium by programming So
that Scenes not Selected by the operator are regarded as
"unnecessary' and only necessary Scenes are left in a
reproduction program.
FIG. 15 is a flow chart showing the processing procedure

12
This video data is recorded at the leading end of the
recording medium (step S54), and the time code and address
of the recording end of moving image range 1 are tempo
rarily stored in the memory (step S55).
Subsequently, moving image range 2 as the next neces
Sary Scene is detected, and Video data from the Start to end
of this scene is temporarily stored (step S56).
This video data is recorded after the Storage area of
moving image range 1 recorded in Step S55.
The trailing end of the Storage area of moving image
range 1 is determined by the time code and address tempo
rarily stored in the memory (step S57).
In this manner, the same processing steps (S55 to S57) are
repeatedly executed until it is determined in step S58 that all
necessary Scenes have been processed. With this processing,
only necessary Scenes can be rearranged and recorded in a
"frame packing State in the same recording medium, as
shown in FIG. 14.
If the completion of the above “frame packing” is
determined, the addresses and time codes of the respective
necessary Scenes are recorded as a new reproduction pro
gram in the recording medium on the basis of a predeter
mined form (step S59).
Then, the above Series of processes are ended.
If needed, the recording medium may be initialized by
clearing to Zero or null in order to logically erase data in
areas in which unnecessary Scenes are Stored.
The above processing routine (S50) may be modified to
allow the user to automatically determine or easily Select
whether unnecessary Scenes are to be erased after the
reproduction program is determined.
AS for Storage of necessary Scenes, if one Scene is divided
into Several portions and Sequentially recorded as far as time
allows, the Storage capacity of the memory used during
processing can be decreased.
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duction device may be employed.
AS a Selection means, an operation means including a
keyboard, and a program for Setting and displaying choices
may be employed.
AS a recording means, a directly accessible recording
medium and a recording device including a dedicated
recording System circuit may be employed, in addition to a
DVD.
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wherein images are reproduced on the basis of the repro
duction program.
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A plurality of embodiments have been described. The
present specification comprises the following inventions.

(1) A video data edit/reproduction method is characterized

(7) A video data edit/reproduction apparatus defined in (4)
to (6) is characterized in that the video recording disk has an

by Selecting part of Video data recorded in a predetermined
recording medium, designating a predetermined order when
the Selected Video data consists of a plurality of portions,
converting the Selected Video data into address information
about recording positions on the recording medium or time
information about recording times, generating a reproduc
tion program in which the converted conversion information
is defined with the order, and editing the Video data So as to
reproduce the Video data in accordance with the reproduc
tion program.

area in which the contents of the reproduction program are
recorded, and at least one reproduction program is recorded
in the Video recording disk.

(8) A video data edit/reproduction apparatus defined in (4)
to (6) is characterized in that two or more images are

Synthesized and reproduced on the basis of the reproduction

program.

(9) A video data edit/reproduction apparatus defined in (4)
to (6) is characterized by further comprising a second

(2) A video data edit/reproduction apparatus is character

ized by comprising
a Video reproduction means for reproducing Video data
recorded in a predetermined recording medium,
a Selection means for Selecting desired part of the Video
data, and designating a predetermined order when the
Selected Video data consists of a plurality of portions,

15

disk in advance.

(10) A video data edit/reproduction apparatus defined in
(8) or (9) is characterized in that the image to be Synthesized
is a still image.

(11) A video data edit/reproduction apparatus defined in
(4) to (6) is characterized in that Sum-up reproduction is

and

a recording means for converting the Selected Video data
into address or time information on the recording
medium, and recording the converted conversion infor
mation together with the order,
wherein the video data selected by the video reproduction
means is reproduced on the basis of the conversion
information or the order recorded by the recording

performed on the basis of the reproduction program.
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(14) A video data edit/reproduction apparatus defined in
(10) is characterized in that, when only the Still images are
reproduced at once, a plurality of Still images are simulta

the order are recorded and held in the same recording

medium.

(4) A video data edit/reproduction method is characterized

by Selecting part of Video data recorded in a predetermined
Video recording disk, designating the order when the
Selected video data consists of a plurality of portions,
converting the Selected video data into address or time
information on the Video recording disk, generating a repro
duction program in which the converted conversion infor
mation is defined with the order, and reproducing the Video
data in accordance with the reproduction program.

(5) A video data edit/reproduction apparatus is character

ized by comprising
a Video reproduction means for reproducing Video data
recorded in a Video recording disk,
a Selection means for Selecting part of the Video data, and
designating the order when the Selected Video data
consists of a plurality of portions, and
a recording means for converting the Selected Video data
into address or time information on the Video recording
disk, generating a reproduction program in which the
converted conversion information is defined together
with the order, and recording the reproduction program,
wherein the video data selected by the video reproduction
means is reproduced on the basis of the conversion
information or the order recorded by the recording
CS.

(6) A video data edit/reproduction apparatus is character

ized by comprising
a Video reproduction means for reproducing moving or
Still images recorded in a random-access Video record
ing disk, and
a means for editing the moving or Still images to generate
a reproduction program for defining the editing results,

(12) A video data edit/reproduction apparatus defined in
(11) is characterized by further comprising an instruction
means for instructing the Sum-up reproduction time.
(13) A video data edit/reproduction apparatus defined in
(4) to (6) is characterized in that, when selected images

include Still images in reproducing the images in accordance
with the reproduction program, only the Still images are
reproduced at once.

CS.

(3) A video data edit/reproduction apparatus defined in (1)
or (2) is characterized in that the conversion information and
In addition, the present specification comprises the fol
lowing inventions.

reproduction means for generating an image which is to be
Synthesized with Video data recorded in the Video recording

neously displayed on a multiwindow display on one Screen.
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(15) A video data edit/reproduction apparatus defined in
(4) to (6) is characterized in that, of data recorded in the

Video recording disk, data corresponding to images not
Selected by the Selection means or in editing are automati
cally "frame-packed' from a memory.
40

(16) A video data edit/reproduction apparatus is charac

45

terized by comprising a Video recording disk with a record
ing area for recording a reproduction program which is
obtained by Selecting part of recorded Video data, designat
ing the order when the Selected video data consists of a
plurality of portions, and converting the Video data into
address or time information, and defines the converted

50
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information together with the order.
AS has been described in detail above, the present inven
tion has the following effects.
First, the present invention does not require Such a cum
berSome edit operation as to eliminate unnecessary Scenes
by dubbing or the like from a recording medium used in
photographing.
According to the present invention, the reproduction order
can be changed without moving video data in the recording
medium, unlike in a conventional case.

60
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According to the present invention, therefore, there can be
provided a video data edit/reproduction apparatus which can
easily perform editing/reproduction only by determining and
designating the ranges and order of images to be reproduced
in a recording medium without physically moving original
image information recorded in the recording medium or
without performing dubbing processing using another
recording medium.
Additional embodiments of the present invention will be
apparent to those skilled in the art from consideration of the
Specification and practice of the present invention disclosed
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herein. It is intended that the Specification and examples be
considered as exemplary only, with the true Scope of the
present invention being indicated the following claims.
Additional advantages and modifications will readily

9. An apparatus according to claim 8, wherein when the
Still images are reproduced at once, Said reproduction means
reproduces the Still images on a multiwindow display in
which a plurality of Still images are simultaneously dis
played on one Screen.
10. A video data edit/reproduction apparatus for editing
and reproducing video data recorded in a predetermined
recording medium together with at least one of address
information and time information on Said predetermined
recording medium, the Video data edit/reproduction appara
tus comprising:
operation means for designating desired portions of the
Video data recorded in Said predetermined recording
medium, and designating a reproduction order of the
Video data at the desired portions,
recording means for recording a reproduction program in
a preset area of Said predetermined recording medium

occur to those skilled in the art. Therefore, the invention in

its broader aspects is not limited to the Specific details and
representative embodiments, shown and described herein.
Accordingly, various modifications may be made without
departing from the Spirit or Scope of the general inventive
concept as defined by the appended claims and their equiva
lents.
I claim:

1. A video data edit/reproduction apparatus for editing and
reproducing video data recorded in a Video recording disk
together with at least one of address information and time
information on Said Video recording disk, the Video data
edit/reproduction apparatus comprising:
operation means for designating desired portions of the
Video data recorded in Said Video recording disk, and
designating a reproduction order of the Video data at the
desired portions,
recording means for recording a reproduction program in
a preset area of Said Video recording disk together with

(i) the designated reproduction order, and (ii) at least
one of address information and time information on

Said Video recording disk for the Video data at the
desired portions designated by Said operation means,
Storage means for reproducing and Storing the reproduc
tion program recorded by Said recording means in a
preset area of Said Video recording disk,
reproduction means for reproducing the Video data at the
desired portions from the Video data recorded in Said
Video recording disk in the reproduction order in accor
dance with the reproduction program from Said Storage
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together with (i) the designated reproduction order, and
(ii) at least one of address information and time infor

25

and
35

means, and

means for erasing, of the Video data recorded in Said Video
recording disk, data of an image not designated by Said
operation means, and transferring the designated Video
data into an erased area.

40

2. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the Video
recording disk has a plurality of reproduction programs
recorded therein.

3. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein Said
recording means comprises Synthesis data generating means
for generating video data to be Synthesized with the Video
data recorded in Said video recording disk.
4. An apparatus according to claim 3, wherein the Video
data to be Synthesized includes a still image.
5. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein Said
operation means comprises means for designating whether a
reproduction time of the designated Video data is shortened
to reproduce the Video data.
6. An apparatus according to claim 5, wherein Said
operation means comprises means for designating a Sum-up
reproduction time when the reproduction time of the desig
nated Video data is shortened to reproduce the Video data.
7. An apparatus according to claim 6, wherein Said
reproduction means comprises means for determining the
reproduction time of the designated Video data in accordance
with the Sum-up reproduction time designated by Said opera
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means for erasing, of the Video data recorded in Said
predetermined recording medium, data of an image not
designated by Said operation means, and transferring
the designated Video data into an erased area.
11. An apparatus according to claim 10, wherein Said
recording means comprises Synthesis data generating means
for generating video data to be Synthesized with the Video
data recorded in Said predetermined recording medium.
12. An apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the Video
data to be Synthesized includes a still image.
13. An apparatus according to claim 10, wherein Said
operation means comprises means for designating whether a
reproduction time of the designated Video data is shortened
to reproduce the Video data.
14. An apparatus according to claim 13, wherein Said
operation means comprises means for designating a Sum-up
reproduction time when the reproduction time of the desig
nated Video data is shortened to reproduce the Video data.
15. An apparatus according to claim 14, wherein Said
reproduction means comprises means for determining the
reproduction time of the designated Video data in accordance
with the Sum-up reproduction time designated by Said opera
tion means.
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tion means.

8. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein when the
designated Video data includes Still images in reproducing
the Video data recorded in Said Video recording disk in
accordance with the reproduction program, Said reproduc
tion means first reproduces the images at once.

mation on Said predetermined recording medium for
the Video data at the desired portions designated by Said
operation means,
Storage means for reproducing and Storing the reproduc
tion program representing edit information recorded by
Said recording means in a preset area of Said predeter
mined recording medium;
reproduction means for reproducing the Video data at the
desired portions from the Video data recorded in Said
predetermined recording medium in the reproduction
order in accordance with the reproduction program
representing edit information from Said Storage means,
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16. An apparatus according to claim 10, wherein when the
designated Video data includes Still images in reproducing
the Video data in accordance with the reproduction program,
Said reproduction means first reproduces the images at once.
17. An apparatus according to claim 16, wherein when the
Still images are reproduced at once, Said reproduction means
reproduces the Still images on a multiwindow display in
which a plurality of Still images are simultaneously dis
played on one Screen.
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